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SJI!E PROBLEMS OF THE CI~TnIBU7:JN

CF r;'JFOi-nIATION FLO'iI IN ccr·1t~UNICA'1'ION ;-JETWORKS ~

Alex~ndre Butrirnenko

Tt:l~ last r..;w ~lears have brought fo!'th T:lOre and '~or~

con-cr'ol :;nd inf,)rrnation systems \'~hic!', hav~ erlerr:e:i ao a r'o?sul::

of info~"rr!at~on ::;:~ine: given in digital form •. In my le::ture I

shall look at some problems of the el~me~ts of such cjsterns,

namely J ;':roblems of the distribution of :nfo!"r:'!ati 0n 1': ow ::1
eommunic~tion netwo~ks.

I ·;·,articularly want to refer to the so -call'?d <hta

communic;-~tion nc,;works J 1..e. when a sender dl.3pa7-~.:he2 a :ne3se;:e

"co a rel::. ... iver and it is not necessary to est9.~1li3:~ a :iN!et

C0nnect:~n betwe~n them.

'I' I,,:: messace can be transmi:ted in vari:"):..ls \t,~ys:-

(a) We can use the so-called "channel switchi~ _".

This is :in fact exact 1:; \'lhat we u.:je in te l·:~-

phone connections.

(b \ We can use "store-and-forward" or "message

switchin~". The information is c0rnmunicat~d

in relays and can be delayed to C' ':;ma: leI' '.11"

Gre a~p.r de gree in the separl3.t~ n(,·185.

?~gar.dl~~~:'1 of "lhich netw::>rk \'Je look ,~r.J :'he:!"'~ are prohlems

with the optimi~aticn of its workinr pro~edu~p. In this

Idcture I will rot talk ~bout the problems or optimizaticn

vf the n~twcrk; the network itself is taken ~s given.

CE:';·tail1lYJ we normally know re:atively little about how

the load of the network~ and perh~ps the network itself,

changes ~ith ti~e. This meRns that we shQu}~ adapt ourselves

... A leer,ure gi ven to the Austrinn S'-Jciety fn!' Cytjf~rnetic

~::thE,'s ~":) ."''1 t·by, lC'l'r~.

Fie. 1
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co ever-~hane.ing conditio~s; the network--or rat~er ~he

routine; technique--should be adaptable. On the othe;' hand,

the routing :echnique or the control of the information flow

-r:ust Da :"eLi.abh: and recilient. One could achieve this

';hrou~~h decen-cral ization. Decentralization means th?.l~ no

node has access to information on the entire network and on

the state of the traffic. Such decentralization prevents

para:ysic of the whole network when the information centrol

or part of the network fails.

The ch0sen criteria of the network performance playa

Jpeclal rol~ in Gptimization. In this lecture I wil~ show

:hre~ methods, each of which is based on different criteria •

.·f r>.~·:lr:;;.-::, <:.11 cr' these methods have several similar~ha:':"ac

:.eric t.ic:s J ar.Q t "ney are adaptive and (iecentralized.

Fir'st sf Ci11 we will look at "channel switching networks".

If we C8~ fin1 a way from sender to receiver (i.e. a free path)

~;hen the- appropri -ate mes sage can be transmitted. If S'.lch a

patrl canr..ot Le found, then the attempt at connection will fail

~nd we talk 0f a loss. Our aim is to reduce the numter of

:hes~ 10sses. However, I wish to stress that the failed con

~ection ices not mean that there is no free path in ~he netwo~k

oetween sender and receiver. The reason for ~he loss is more

i.ikely i. c; be that. we could not find this path.

Lt: r• 1..4~; 100:"': at an example. Let us assume that the

·~.end;'::' >. I-L. :,e c should be connected 'to the receiver :.n

Fig, "

';ode 15. ;-';-i': dot-dat;h lines in t.he diar-:ram are i'ully

~c'..;.:'lie(~ ana the ~ash l~ ~les ha.ve :it l,:ast on..:- ~'~v,~me

~reE. ::.:' \'l€ !'".ave this information, as shown in the ,::.iagrarn,

:hen we ~ouli find a path. However, for several reasons we

do not {;'lve- C:.ccess to this information--firstly beca'.;3e ~j1e

:nforma~:on cnanc~s too rapidly.

L~~ us now look at the networks which permi~ a connec

ior: vL. var: ·JUS paths, usine; the so-called rout :'ng :.echnlque.

:;1 s'.ich":etw:. rks :here are special instructions :in e"'~ry node

~~at inc:~atP wh~ch direction should be chosen.



In the case of the adaptive routing technique these

instructions can be changed. In our example, our instruc

tions bring us to a dead end; we cannot use the first exit

because there is no free line to Node 10, and the second

exit leads us to ~ode 1 where there are no free exits at

all. The adaptive routing technique alters the instructions,

i.e. it would show that there is no exit from Node 1. As

mentioned earlier, we cannot avoid all mistakes but the
number of such mistakes should be minimized. And that is
the task of the adaptive routing technique.

Now I will describe an algorithm which seems to have

such characteristics.

Let us assume that from every node the probability to

reach the destination node is taken as given. These proba

bilities are dependent on line blocking and on routing. The

0ptimal route is always the one which leads to the nearest
node with the highest probability. In our example, Node 10

will be tried first and then Nodes 1 and 4.

Fig. 4

HoweVer, the problem is that the blocking probabilities

cannot be determined and they change with the course of time.

It is proposed that we continually evaluate the bloc~ing pro~a

bilities. These are known for the exiting ch~nnels in every

~ode (because they are also measured in each ~ode). We

assume that in every node the probabilities of the neighbour
ing nodes are als~ known. Then we can calculate the proba
bilities for the ~onsidered node.

For example:

p = (1 - P. ) • p + p (1 - p ) • p +
2 2 ,10 1 , G 2 , ] 0 2 , 1 1

+ P . P (1 - p ) • r =
2 ; 1 0 ~ , 1 1,4 ~

= (1 - 0,9) •. 0~9 + 0,1 • (1 - 0,9) ~ 0,8 +

~.,

~ ,"
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It is obvious that the probabilities of the nodes can be wrong.

This means that the calculated probability is also wrong. We

can imagine this process as an iterative method for the solu

tion of the following equational system.

P. (k)t+l)
].

__ ) • p(k,t) (1 )( 1 - p. + Pma~· - P].· , lnax 2"].,maxl maxI "-I

• p. (1 - p.].,max
n

_
2

].,maxn _l

• p(k,t)
max

where P is i-th maximum in {P.}maxi ].

We repeat this process many times for each node in the network.

It should ~still be mentioned that for each destination node

this probability is constant and equal to one.

A colleague from our Institute, Dr. Bell, has shown that

this process conve'rges with the solution to any initial numbers

and any blocking probabilities. Mr. Gradischnig has simulated

this system with me and the simulation showed that the system

converges very quickly. Fig.5

We now come to the second method - the so-called

store-and-forward or message switching method. Using this

method we do not have to have a switched through channel from

sender to receiver because the information is transmitted in

relays and can· be delayed to a smaller or greater de~ree in

every transit node.

When"all the channels in the system have the same speed

and no queues are formed, then the shortest paths are also the

quickest paths. In practice, however, queues do form and the

shortest paths are not necessarily the quickest.
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As in the former case~ the information on the routing

1S stor~d in a ma~rix in every node. The number of rows in

the matrix is equal to the number of nodes in the network.
The number of columns in the matrix is equal to the number

of exits of this node. In our example Matrix A consists of

four rows and three columns~ Matrix B of four rows and only

two columns~ corresponding to the two exits from B to Nodes

A and C. Every row in such a matrix corresponds to one

destination node and the elements give the minimum distance

via the appropriate exit direction to the destination node.

At the same time ~ the distance "1" means that the
duration of the information transfer between these two nodes

requires one time unit. For example) Element CC in Matrix A

gi ves the shortest path from Node A to Node C. If the

message were sent from A to C in the direction of B) then

it would require two time units to Node C. Obviously~ every

matrix has a row ~hich consists completely of zeroes. The

index of this row coincides everywhere with the index of the
~Qnsidered matrix.

In the diaeram we see a vector in every node.. 'I'ne

elements of this vector give the minimum distance from the

consider~d node to all destination nodes. For example) if

the minimum distance from Node B to Node A requires one time

unit, then these two nodes are connected via one channel

directly to each other. Or) the shortest distance from Node B
to Node J requires two time units.

If there is no message waiting to be sent) then we can

make use of the matrices directly to establish the shortest

and quickest paths. If we now send ~ message from Node B

to Node D) then we choose the lowest figure in Node B from

row D 0 f the des tinati on node; the index of the column indi

cates the neighbouring node to us to which the messag.e must

De sent.

Fig. 6
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Si~ce in this case both elements in row D are equal to

two, let us choose here the exit to Node C. If the message

moves into Node C, then we must ascertain the lowest figure

in row D (destination node) of Matrix; the column again shows

us the exit direction. In this case we send the message

directly to D. We see that this procedure is Teasible

if there are no queues.

Now we examine the case when three messages are waiting

in Node C for the direction of D. Let us choose once more

in ~ode B the path via-Node Cj then our message needs three

time units to reach destination node D via the path BCAD,

because now the minimal time path from Node C to Node D

passes through Node A.

In order to find the correct exit from Node C, we must

correct column D in Matrix C, i.e. we must in our example

increase all elem~nts in this column by three, since all paths

via cha~nel CD have become slower by three time units. This

alteration is shewn on our diagram under the matricE3 and vectors.

If the information on the position in Node C were known

in !~('lde B, then we would of course send this message from

Node B in the direction of A. Therefore, we must also correct
column ~ in Matrix B accordingly.

Therefore, we again establish in Node C the vector of the

minimum distances to all destination nodes. In our example
we obtajn the 'vector {I, 1, 0, 2}. So we see that due to

these wEiting messages the shortest route from Node C to Node D

has inc~eased from one to two.

Thus, thi s ve ctor indi cates the minimum dist ance from

Node C to all destination nodes, taking into account the current

message traffic in Node C. If this vector was known in Node B,

we coul~ correctly decide which channel to choose. For this

purpose we write the vector of C into column C of Matrix B.

\'Je must however bear in mind that the transfer of a message
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from Node B to Node C will require one time unit.

we must increase all elements of vector C by one.

elements of the matrix remain unchanged.

Accordingly

The 0-

Thus the procedure can be formulated: in every node one

(periodically) establishes the vector of the "minimum distance"

taking into account the number of waiting messages. Then

every element of the vector is increased by one and the vector

is sent to all neighbouring nodes. There it will be stored in

the appropriate column.

This procedure was simulated and compared to the non

adaptive method, i.e. when only the shortest paths are chosen.

The simulation was carried out for the network shown in Fig.3.

Using the non-adaptive routing technique, endless queues had

already formed by load 7.9. This means that the network cannot

let through more than 7.9 messages in one time unit. When we
use the proposed adaptive method, then the same network can

let through 16.6 messages. This means that the proposed method

allows a much higher load on the network, so that with the same

load several channels can be saved.

Now we come to the third method. As mentioned earlier, .

we have so far only considered messages of equal importance.

However, such an assumption very seldom corresponds to clients'

demands. I should like to illustrate this problem by a couple

of examples. If, for instance, one sends a greetings telegram

for a birthday, then this telegram should arrive on the birth

day. It should certainly not arrive earlier and the later it

arrives the less pleasure it gives. In other words, its

importance increases up to the birthday and then drops very

quickly. A week after the birthday the telegram is completely

unimportant. Another example--when one sends off information

for the weather forecasting system, then this information should

arrive within a fixed time at the weather center, in order to

ensure that we do not ret yesterday's weather forecast today.

The number of such examples is unlimited.
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In order to reflect the differing urgency of the messages

in the control algorithms of the data communication system, one

usually established priorities. A message with a higher prior

ity therefore has precedence over a message with a lower prioL'

ity. However, such a priority philosophy does not seem to be

very suitable for large communication systems.

For example, it could happen that the system is fully

blocked by obsolete messages which originally had a high
priority. These messages, which have in the meantime lost

all importance to the client, are however transmitted because
of their high priority. Thus, the customers will subsequently
receive only obsolete messages, since all new incoming messages

with a lower priority will be transmitted only after a'delay.

In order to avoid such a development, on~ would have to introjuce

prioriti~s that are not only dependent on the initial urgency of
the message but also on its age and the entire state of the

. system. I "must stress that the customer is not interested in

the priority of his telegram, but only that his message
arrives in the right place at the right time. Thus, his

interests can more adequately be dealt with by a queuing

discipline based on the altering importance of the messages.

Let us further assume that the customer is ready to pay

accordinG to the importance of the message at the moment of
its arrival. Under this condition, our system is given a clear

criterion for the quality of its work: the income earned in

the system. Maximization of income means at the sa~e time

best satisfaction of the customer's needs.

This method, which takes into account the altering

importance of the messages and the traffic, has many more

complicated details than the former, and unfortunately it

is not possible for me to explain them quickly. Basically,

this method differs very little from the other. Instead of
figures, which represented the expected delivery time, we

have here functions which show us what income we can expect
for the chosen queues, according to the age of the message.
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Let us again look at the network with four nodes. We

see that here, instead of the constant zero, we have basic.

(pay) functions. The other functions are estimated and help

in choosing the direction. Exactly as in the earlier method

a vector of the functions is established in every node, is

sent to the neighbouring nodes and stored in the matrix.

This method was also simulated and compared to the

method for minimization of delivery time. The results are

very much dependent on the basic functions. When the

functions drop off very slowly then the results are more

or less equal .,to the previous method, but ·when they fall

off very quickly then the latter method has many advantages.

It could also be mentioned that the latter method is

equivalent to the method for minimization of delivery time

when th~ basic function is linear. Of course this function

should reach zero but not earlier than the maximum delivery

time.

In this lecture I wished to present the basic principles

of three adaptive and decentralized methods. The methods

differ according to the criteria of the work, although they

do show the same characteristics, e.g. great adapt~bility,

low sensitivity and simple implementation.

It seems that the presented methods are far more general-

or rather generalized--and can be applied to many other systems

which need adaptive and decentralized control, e.g. to city

traffic or control of production lines. I would be pleased if

these methods appear interesting for the solution of someone's

problems and am at your disposal for further talks and

discussions.
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